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Old Testament History ill

has gone on steadily ever since the original discovery and new discoveries

are constantly being made in its interpretation. There are now many thousands of

tablets which have been DubUshed., tablets of all sorts. I, myself, prepared

what you might call, a book of a town which was destroyed in lOO B, C.,

giving a list of the people who lived there, with their relatives and what

you could learn about them from the study of the great many hundreds of tablets,

and we call the book NZI PRSO!AL NAM:LS, because the town was called Nuai,. It

is published as Volume 57 in the publications of the Oriental Institute at the

University of Chicago, and. that is typical of the various studies which have

been made in this field. A whole civiliasation there which was unknown pre

viously has become known to us from this cuneiform writing. It would be ex

tremely valuable if it stood absolutely alone but along side of it we have

the discoveries made of actual material and that is the other phase which I

wish to take up. Before I mention this other phase, though, just another word

about this cuneiform, the idea of writing was taken over by ne ptians and.

oy the Chinese from the Sumeriana, out the actual writing, the actual symbols

were aken over by the isabolonians and also by the Hitti'tes ana by various

other pscp3s so that we have over twenty aifferent languages now which have

been iounci written in tzijs cuneiform writing, it wø a type of writing which

came to oe used. very widely nroughout the ancient worla, ana when a king of

.Lrpt in aDout 1400 is. C. ciesirea. to wiite to a icing oi a city in Pales.ane, though

ne icing ox .s'pi, spoke 'ptian anu the king of the city in Palestine spoke

Caanlte, ney would writ.e in the Bqoylonian language and. write on the clay tablets

in cuneiform. That was the established custom of iiplomatic usage even among

people who aidn't spec this particular ianueage, anci. of course, tnat's very

useful to us because t.riese cuneiform bablets were d.iscoverea. down in .rpt and

if they had been written on papyrus they would have just disappeared., uut we

nave these cuneiform tablets tnrowing great light on Palestine about 1400 B. C.

we will look at them a little nx't semester when we deal wiTn that, earlier

perioa of our history, these oher so-called bablets, but they are
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